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Abstract

Global Ozone Monitoring by Occultation of Stars (GOMOS) satellite data are analyzed to
estimate the ﬁrst observation-based nighttime (22:00 median local time) ozone response to the 27-day
solar rotational cycle in the tropical mesosphere/lower thermosphere (50–110 km altitude). The ozone
response to solar rotational variability is derived from linear correlation and regressions using Lyman-α line
(121.6 nm) as solar index that varies by about 10–15% over solar rotational cycles. In the lower mesosphere
(50–70 km), the GOMOS ozone is found to be correlated with the solar ﬂuctuations and exhibits a sensitivity of
~0.1 (expressed in percent change of ozone for 1% change in Lyman-α). In the upper mesosphere/lower
thermosphere (above 80 km), ozone variations become anticorrelated with solar rotational variations. In this
region, the vertical proﬁle of ozone sensitivity to the 27-day solar cycle exhibits a maximum of 1.8 at 81 km, a
minimum of 0.3 at 100 km, and a sharp increase above. Such high ozone sensitivities are observed for the
ﬁrst time. The observed ozone response is compared with chemistry-climate simulations from the Hamburg
model of the neutral and ionized atmosphere (HAMMONIA) that is forced with an idealized 27-day solar
spectral irradiance time series. Although observational and model results share some common features,
substantial discrepancies are found. Namely, the altitude of transition from positive to negative solar ozone
correlation signal in the model simulation is found about 10 km below the altitude of the observations and the
amplitude of the ozone sensitivity is generally vastly underestimated by the model.

1. Introduction
It is already well established that a substantial component of stratospheric ozone variability originates from
short-term and long-term quasi-periodic ﬂuctuations in solar activity, notably the 11-year solar magnetic
activity cycle (also called the Schwabe cycle) and the 27-day solar rotational cycle (also called the
Carrington cycle). Numerous observational (Bossay et al., 2015; Chandra & McPeters, 1994; Dikty et al.,
2010; Fioletov, 2009; Hood, 1986; Hood & Zhou, 1998; Ruzmaikin et al., 2007; Zhou et al., 1997; Zhou et al.,
2000) and modeling (Austin et al., 2007; Brasseur, 1993; Gruzdev et al., 2009; Merkel et al., 2011; Rozanov
et al., 2006; Sukhodolov et al., 2017; Thiéblemont et al., 2017; Williams et al., 2001) studies have demonstrated
the inﬂuence of the 27-day solar rotational cycle on stratospheric ozone. The main process responsible for the
stratospheric ozone response to solar variability is the solar UV-driven photolysis of molecular oxygen (O2)
that is the source of O3 in the stratosphere. The effect of the 27-day solar rotational cycle on the mesosphere
has attracted less attention. There have been quite a few modeling studies (e.g., Allen et al., 1984; Brasseur,
1993; Chen et al., 1997; Grenfell et al., 2010; Gruzdev et al., 2009; Kenesha et al., 1979; Rodrigo et al., 1981,
1986; Rozanov et al., 2006; Shimazaki & Laird, 1970; Sukhodolov et al., 2017), but the number of observational
studies is very limited (Aikin & Smith, 1986; Eckman, 1986; Hood et al., 1991; Keating et al., 1987). One of the
difﬁculties in detecting such a signal in the mesosphere is the considerable amplitude of the ozone diurnal
variations (Brasseur & Solomon, 1986; Dikty et al., 2010; Huang et al., 2008; Vaughan, 1984). When a
mesospheric ozone time series spans a range of local times varying from day to day (Smith et al., 2013),
the short-term ozone variance can be vastly dominated by ﬂuctuations associated with the sampling of
the diurnal cycle. These ﬂuctuations can be viewed as noise in the extraction of the solar signal and thus make
uncertain the estimation of the ozone response to short-term solar variability.
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The most suited mesospheric ozone data sets for detection is likely to be provided by Sun-synchronous
satellites with measurements at nearly constant local times over the course of the mission. The SME
(Solar Mesosphere Explorer) satellite, launched in a Sun-synchronous orbit, provides one of those data sets
at ﬁxed local time (Barth et al., 1983). To our best knowledge, it is the only observational data set that has
been used successfully in the unambiguous detection of a solar rotational signal in mesospheric ozone.
Aikin and Smith (1986) were the ﬁrst to report conclusive evidence for solar rotational periodicities in mesospheric ozone time series with a signiﬁcant correlation between ozone and a solar UV indicator, the Lymanα line. They analyzed 244 days of SME ozone data, starting in January 1982, between 50 and 87 km, and
found a signiﬁcant correlation near 50 km and between 65 and 70 km. A correlation was also detected at
higher altitudes between 80 and 85 km when only the ﬁrst 110 days of data was considered. Keating et al.
(1987) analyzed almost 2 years of SME data averaged between 40°N and 40°S and detected a maximum in
ozone response near 0.05 mbar (70 km) with a peak ozone sensitivity value of 0.14, that is, 0.14% ozone
decrease for a 1% increase in solar Lyman-α line intensity (the Lyman-α line irradiance varies by about
10–15% over 27-day solar cycles). Finally, Hood et al. (1991) extended the analysis to about 4 years of
SME data. Their results are generally in good agreement with Keating et al. (1987) with a peak negative
ozone response near 70 km (corresponding to an ozone sensitivity of 0.16 versus Lyman-α line and
0.65 versus the solar 205-nm ﬂux). They also detected a secondary maximum in the ozone response near
80 km. Interestingly, the altitude of this secondary maximum appears to correspond exactly to the altitude
of the maximum in the mesospheric OH response to solar rotational variations (Shapiro et al., 2012). Shapiro
et al. (2012) analyzed mesospheric OH and H2O data from Microwave Limb Sounder (MLS/Aura) on solar
rotational time scales for two time periods corresponding to different phases of the 11-year cycle: from
December 2004 to December 2005 (the period of high activity with a pronounced 27-day solar cycle) and
from August 2008 to August 2009 (solar minimum period with a vague 27-day solar cycle). They
demonstrated, for the ﬁrst time, that mesospheric OH concentrations correlated well with the Lyman-α line
intensity (correlation coefﬁcients up to 0.79) at zero time lag. The OH response maximum was found at
80 km. At the same time, H2O is anticorrelated (correlation coefﬁcients up to 0.74) with the Lyman-α line
intensity at nonzero time lag. The results conﬁrm that mesospheric OH and H2O abundances are closely
connected and that O3 and solar irradiance are mostly anticorrelated in the mesosphere because of the
Lyman-α line-driven photolysis of H2O that is a source of hydrogen radicals, the predominant
ozone-destroying species at these altitudes.
In a modeling study using the chemistry-climate model Hamburg model of the neutral and ionized
atmosphere (HAMMONIA), Gruzdev et al. (2009) compiled all these SME-derived results. They estimated
ozone sensitivities as regression coefﬁcients corresponding to maximum correlation (for varying time lags)
instead of correlation at a null time lag. Model calculations were compared to observational results taking
into account the strong diurnal ozone cycle. Daytime (local midday) ozone sensitivities and phases derived
from the model calculations were found to be in reasonable agreement with the range of SME-derived
values except for a maximum around 75 km where SME daytime observations indicated a much smaller
sensitivity than the model. Model calculations also suggested that the ozone response to solar rotational
variability was very strong in the upper mesosphere, especially for nighttime ozone. For instance, there
was a very sharp increase in simulated (local midnight) ozone sensitivity above 75 km with sensitivity values
exceeding 1.5% at night (ozone sensitivity with respect to a percent change in 205-nm solar ﬂux). In
contrast, simulated daytime sensitivity was peaking just below 80 km and falling back to half of the
nighttime values in the upper mesosphere. SME data did not show a sharp increase in daytime ozone
sensitivity in the upper mesosphere.
The purpose of the present study is to detect and characterize the response of mesospheric ozone observed
by Environment Satellite (ENVISAT)-Global Ozone Monitoring by Occultation of Stars (GOMOS) to solar rotational variations. We focus on the analysis of the nighttime response and in the tropics because it is a region
where the ozone response to solar variability is largely driven by photochemical processes, especially on
solar rotational time scales. GOMOS covers the entire tropical mesosphere, up to ~110 km, and provides
measurements at nearly constant local times. GOMOS observational results are further compared with
results from the HAMMONIA model, a chemistry-climate model (CCM) covering the middle atmosphere
up to ~250 km. This allows testing the ability of the model to simulate the mesospheric nighttime ozone
response to solar rotational variations.
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Figure 1. Time series of the daily Lyman-α spectral irradiance from (a) MGNM-SSI model and of (b) HAMMONIA solar forcing. The insert in Figure 1a shows the timeresolved power spectra densities of Lyman-α spectral irradiance estimated from continuous wavelet transform (CWT, Torrence & Compo, 1998). The black contour
represents the 95% conﬁdence level. HAMMONIA = Hamburg model of the neutral and ionized atmosphere; SSI = solar spectral irradiance.

2. Data and Methods
2.1. Solar Forcing
The Lyman-α line is chosen as the solar proxy because it determines the rate of H2O photolysis and hence the
production of ozone-destroying hydrogen radicals, a key term in the mesospheric ozone chemical balance.
Lyman-α line is also a general indicator of solar variability. The daily Lyman-α line time series is taken from
the solar spectral irradiance (SSI) reconstruction model MGNM-SSI (Thuillier et al., 2012). It has been
compared to the more commonly used Naval Research Laboratory-SSI model. SSI and its variability
reconstructed by MGNM and Naval Research Laboratory were found to be consistent at the 5% level
(Thuillier et al., 2014).
The HAMMONIA model was forced by a sinusoidal solar forcing Sλ with a period of 27 days that oscillates
around the mean spectral solar ﬂux S0,λ,
Sλ ðt Þ ¼ S0;λ þ Aλ sinðt=27Þ
where t is the time (in days) and Aλ is the wavelength-dependent amplitude of the irradiance as described in
Gruzdev et al. (2009) that yields a variation of ~11% for the Lyman-α line. This forcing design is certainly idealized since, in reality, the amplitude and period of the irradiance ﬂuctuations associated with solar rotation
varies in time. The phase of solar variations is also assumed to be independent of wavelength, which is a valid
approximation for wavelengths shorter than 300 nm. As explained in Gruzdev et al. (2009), these simpliﬁcations aimed to reduce the degree of complexity in order to better identify the response to solar variations.
Figure 1 shows the solar irradiance forcing data used in our study. The Lyman-α line reconstructed in MGNM
and its wavelet spectrum over the declining phase of solar cycle 23 (September 2003 to January 2005) are
represented in Figure 1a. The magnitude of 27-day cycle is not constant in time, and its ﬂuctuations are
particularly pronounced over the subperiods September 2003 to February 2004 and June 2004 to
November 2004. The wavelet spectrum further reveals that although the solar rotational cycle signal is
centered around 27 days, it spans a rather broad of range periodicities from 20 to 35 days. This is due to
the fact that active regions are not always located at the same longitude on the Sun and that the Sun’s
rotational period depends on the latitude (i.e., differential rotation). In comparison, the solar forcing used
in HAMMONIA is periodic centered at 27 days and the amplitude of its variations is larger by a factor of
~1.5 (Figure 1b).
2.2. Observations and Model Experiments
The ozone data used in our study are derived from the measurements made by the GOMOS instrument on
board the European satellite ENVISAT. The GOMOS ozone data can be downloaded after registration at
http://earth.esa.int. GOMOS provides ozone proﬁles from August 2002 to April 2012. Bertaux et al. (2010) give
an overview of the GOMOS instrument, operation, data products, and scientiﬁc results. The measurement
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Figure 2. Distributions of the (a) local time and (b) latitude of the GOMOS
ozone proﬁles selected over the period 27 September 2003 to 24 January
2005. GOMOS = Global Ozone Monitoring by Occultation of Stars.
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technique is based on the stellar occultation by the Earth’s atmosphere.
The technique for determining ozone proﬁles from GOMOS observations
is described by Kyrölä et al. (2006, 2010a, 2010b) and Soﬁeva et al.
(2010). We use the Level 2 data from GOMOS products and follow recommendations from Kyrölä et al. (2006) in eliminating proﬁles from stars too
cold (T < 7000 K) or with a magnitude larger than 1.9. GOMOS ozone
proﬁles, natively retrieved in number densities, are converted to volume
mixing ratio (vmr) using Mass Spectrometer Incoherent Scatter (MSISE-90)
temperature proﬁles (Hedin, 1991) that are provided with Level 2 GOMOS
data for the mesosphere/lower thermosphere (MLT) region. The converted
ozone spatial distribution and temporal variability are thus sensitive to
uncertainties in temperature proﬁles. Potential impact on the ozone solar
signals observed by GOMOS and their comparison with HAMMONIA
results will be discussed in section 4.

GOMOS suffered a serious electronic malfunction of the mirror steering mechanism from January 2005 to
August 2005 leading to a shut down for several months. Other periods with large gaps occurred before
(e.g., several gaps from May to September 2003) and later (especially in 2009), reducing the number of
proﬁles available. In order to limit the impact of these large periods without data, we only consider the period
September 27 2003 to 24 January 2005 (486 days or ~17 solar rotational cycles) that is characterized by a
weak percentage (8%) of days with missing data (after eliminating invalid proﬁles as described above).
Indeed, if we considered the whole period (2002–2012), about 38% of days with ozone data are missing in
the altitude range of interest. We further notice that the years 2006–2011 were characterized by an
anomalously extended period of quiet Sun conditions associated with very low amplitudes of the SSI
ﬂuctuations at 27-day solar rotational time scales, making this period inappropriate for our study. Above
105 km, the accuracy of retrievals drops and the percentage of missing data increases dramatically.
In this study, we only consider GOMOS dark limb measurements, that is, with the solar zenith angle at the
tangent point greater than 107°. GOMOS is able to measure using stars outside the Sun-synchronous orbital
plane of ENVISAT that leads to variations in the local hour of measurements. Figure 2 shows the distribution
of the (a) local hour and (b) latitude of all proﬁles selected for our study (13,957 in total) in the latitude range
20°S–20°N. GOMOS proﬁle local times are comprised namely between 21:00 and 23:30 with a median value
near 22:00 corresponding to the crossing time of the equator along the orbit of ENVISAT (Figure 2a). Although
ozone proﬁles cover all latitudes in the range 20°S–20°N, they are not evenly distributed; 59% are sampled in
the Northern Hemisphere. The proﬁles extend up to 150 km and have a vertical resolution in the mesosphere
of 3 km. Finally, daily mean ozone proﬁles are obtained by calculating the mean of the selected ozone proﬁles
for each day of the period 27/09/2003–24/01/2005. Note that on average, daily mean proﬁles are calculated
from 14 individual proﬁles; less than 2% of the daily mean proﬁles (i.e., 8 in total) are calculated from less than
4 individual proﬁles.
GOMOS observational results are compared with the results of HAMMONIA model experiments that are
detailed in Gruzdev et al. (2009). A comprehensive description of the model is given in Schmidt et al.
(2006). In brief, HAMMONIA is a global three-dimensional chemistry-climate model extending from the
surface to the thermosphere with a lid height at about 250 km. HAMMONIA is an extension toward higher
altitudes of the ECHAM5 (Roeckner et al., 2003, 2006) and MAECHAM5 (Giorgetta et al., 2006; Manzini
et al., 2006) general circulation models, interactively coupled with the Model for OZone And Related chemical
Tracers (MOZART3) chemistry scheme (Kinnison et al., 2007). The model is run with a spectral truncation of
T31 (corresponding approximately to a horizontal resolution of 3.75 × 3.75°) with 67 vertical levels. In this version, HAMMONIA describes 48 chemical species with 46 photolysis and 107 bimolecular and termolecular gas
phase reactions (see Tables 1 and 2 in Schmidt et al., 2006). The photolysis rates are calculated as a function of
geopotential height, surface albedo, ozone column, and solar zenith angle using the Tropospheric and
Ultraviolet Visible radiative model (Madronich & Flocke, 1999) with 122 wavelength bands over the 200 to
780-nm interval. From 120 to 200 nm, the spectrum is treated with 34 wavelength bands and uses parameterizations for the photolysis of O2 from Chabrillat and Kockarts (1998; Lyman-α), Brasseur and Solomon
(1986; Schumann-Runge continuum), and Koppers and Murtagh (1996; Schumann-Runge bands). The NO
photolysis is treated according to Minschwaner and Siskind (1993).
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Figure 3. Daily nighttime tropical mesospheric ozone (a) measured by ENVISAT GOMOS over the declining phase of solar
cycle 23 (September 2003 to January 2005) and (b) simulated by HAMMONIA. White areas indicate days with missing
or excluded data. ENVISAT = Environment Satellite; GOMOS = Global Ozone Monitoring by Occultation of Stars;
HAMMONIA = Hamburg model of the neutral and ionized atmosphere.

Two HAMMONIA free-running simulations are analyzed in our study. The simulation used for comparison
with observational results is forced with the idealized periodic solar forcing shown in Figure 1b. Except for
the 27-day variation of solar irradiance, all boundary conditions are kept constant (i.e., upper and lower
boundary source gas concentrations, with values typical for the 1990s as, for example, a CO2 mixing ratio
of 360 ppm) or prescribed with an annually repeating seasonal cycle (i.e., SSTs and sea ice). The solar
irradiance varies around mean values taken from an average for the ﬁrst 6 months of 1990, that is, conditions
near to a solar maximum and similar to the years 2003–2005. In addition, we use the simulation without
27-day solar ﬂuctuations also described in Gruzdev et al. (2009). Analysis of this constant forcing simulation
aims to assess the robustness of the solar signals derived from the periodically forced simulation
(see section 2.3). Both simulations were performed over 6 years of which only the last 5 years are analyzed.
HAMMONIA daily averaged tropical ozone proﬁle are derived by computing the average of all proﬁles in
the latitude range 20°S–20°N and in the local time range 21:00–24:00 for each day of the simulations, in order
to mimic the GOMOS sampling. Note that we repeated all the analysis of our study by restricting the
HAMMONIA local time range sampling to 21:30–22:30, but the differences in the results were found to
be insigniﬁcant.
The temporal evolution of the observed (GOMOS) and simulated (HAMMONIA) mesospheric nighttime ozone
proﬁles (between 50 and 110 km) are shown in Figures 3a and 3b, respectively. To facilitate the comparison
with GOMOS, ozone from HAMMONIA is shown over a 486-day period that starts on 27 September. GOMOS
ozone mixing ratio peaks in the mesopause region (around 95 km) at values higher than 15 ppm (Figure 3a).
This secondary ozone maximum (as compared to the original stratospheric ozone maximum) results from the
combined effects of the atomic oxygen maximum at the mesopause and the prevailing very low temperature
that affect chemical rate coefﬁcients and atmospheric density (Smith & Marsh, 2005). Above 80 km, there is a
very clear semiannual oscillation signal marked by the highest ozone values seen around the equinox times,
when the diurnal tide amplitude is largest (Pancheva et al., 2014; Smith et al., 2008). Using a migrating diurnal
tide model, Smith et al. (2008) demonstrated that the associated upward motions cool the air adiabatically
and bring low concentrations of atomic oxygen and hydrogen from below. The net effect is a much higher
equilibrium ozone values, mainly caused by the strongly reduced temperatures. In HAMMONIA, very similar
features are found but the secondary ozone maximum near 95 km and the magnitude of the relative
variations of its semiannual oscillation are reduced by a factor of 2 compared to GOMOS observations
(Figure 3b). Schmidt et al. (2006) already noticed an underestimation of the ozone secondary maximum in
HAMMONIA compared to Sounding of the Atmosphere using Broadband Emission Radiometry observations
during daytime. Similarly, Smith et al. (2015) found that the Whole Atmosphere Community Climate Model
simulated O3 near the mesopause region that was about 50% lower than observed by Sounding of the
Atmosphere using Broadband Emission Radiometry. They related this underestimation of ozone in the model
to an underestimation of atomic oxygen that is itself strongly inﬂuenced by effective transport due to eddy
and molecular diffusive processes that are parameterized in the Whole Atmosphere Community Climate
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Model and HAMMONIA. An underestimation of downward mixing of atomic oxygen is also a likely cause for
the underestimation of ozone seen in HAMMONIA.
2.3. Analytical Methods
The ozone response to the solar rotational cycle is derived from linear correlation and regression techniques
using the Lyman-α line as predictor. Time series are primarily band-pass ﬁltered in order to focus on the solar
rotational periodicities. The ﬁltering procedure consists of ﬁrst applying a 7-day running mean to remove
short-term ﬂuctuations. A 35-day running mean is then subtracted from the data to remove long-term
ﬂuctuations (e.g., seasonal, semiannual, annual, and quasi-biennial oscillations).
Given the high degree of serial correlation in band-pass ﬁltered time series, the statistical signiﬁcance of
correlation coefﬁcients between ozone and the Lyman-α ﬂux is derived from a nonparametric random phase
test that accounts for autocorrelation in time series (Ebisuzaki, 1997). In practice, we generate synthetic
random time series with the same power spectra as the original ﬁltered ozone time series but with random
phases in the Fourier modes. Then, the correlation coefﬁcient between the synthetic random time series and
the Lyman-α ﬂux is calculated. This procedure is repeated 1,000 times, and the derived correlation
coefﬁcients are then used to construct a probability distribution of correlation coefﬁcients from which
two-sided 90%, 95%, and 99% conﬁdence limits are determined. Note that we also tested the Cholesky
decomposition method, described by Haam and Tung (2012), to generate randomized time series. The tests
that we carried out gave results similar to those obtained with the random phase method. Yet we did not opt
for the Cholesky decomposition method as it happened to be signiﬁcantly more computationally
demanding. To assess the statistical signiﬁcance of correlation coefﬁcients in the model, we additionally
use the constant forcing HAMMONIA experiment to estimate the probability distribution of spurious
signiﬁcant correlations (details are provided in section 3).
The ozone response to changes in Lyman-α is presented in terms of sensitivity, that is, percentage change in
ozone per 1% change in Lyman-α. The ozone sensitivity is simply derived by regressing the ﬁltered ozone
time series on the Lyman-α ﬂux. As pointed out above, the ﬁltering procedure of the time series leads to
serially correlated residuals which, if not accounted for, can lead to an underestimation of the standard error
on the regression coefﬁcients. We hence derive the standard error using a block bootstrapping technique as
described hereafter (Mudelsee, 2014). The initial residuals are ﬁrst obtained by subtracting the original ﬁtted
model (i.e., derived from the linear regression) to the dependent variable. These initial residuals are then
segregated into moving blocks of length L (see, e.g., schematic p74 in Mudelsee, 2014) that are randomly
resampled to reconstruct synthetic residuals of the same size as the initial ones. Adding these synthetic
residuals to the original ﬁtted model allows creating a randomized time series (so-called bootstrap sample)
to which the linear regression is applied to derive a synthetic regression coefﬁcient value. This procedure
is repeated 1,000 times, which allows constructing a probability distribution of regression coefﬁcients used
then to determine the conﬁdence intervals. Note that since L is not known a priori, the block bootstrapping
method is repeated for L = 1, 2, 3, ...., 10, …, 20, etc. until conﬁdence intervals become stable. Typically, stable
conﬁdence intervals are found for L ≥ 20.

3. Results
3.1. Detecting the Ozone Response the 27-Day Solar Cycle
Figure 4 shows the digitally ﬁltered time series of the observed Lyman-α line irradiance and mesospheric
ozone. At 63 km (Figure 4a) the Lyman-α and ozone time series appear to be overall positively correlated with
a correlation coefﬁcient of 0.44 (p < 0.05) between the two time series. The correlation coefﬁcient value is
maximum (0.46) when the Lyman-α line lags the ozone time series by 1 day (i.e., lag of 1 day). We
additionally carry out a cross-spectrum analysis of Lyman-α and ozone time series that revealed a signiﬁcant
and in-phase spectral coherency at 27-day solar time scales (not shown). Note that the correlation seems
particularly pronounced for periods when the amplitude of the 27-day cycle is largest (around January and
July 2004). At 90 km (Figure 4b), inversely, the solar forcing and the ozone time series are overall
anticorrelated with a correlation coefﬁcient of 0.33 at lag 0 that maximizes at lag 4 days with a value of
0.49 (p < 0.05). The anticorrelation is easier to distinguish over the months around January 2004 and after
July 2004.
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Figure 4. Temporal evolution of anomalies of (red) Lyman-α line and (black) ozone measured by GOMOS at (a) 63 km and (b) 90 km. The time series have been digitally ﬁltered (see section 2.3 for details). SSI = solar spectral irradiance; GOMOS = Global Ozone Monitoring by Occultation of Stars.

Figure 5 shows an analogous analysis of the Lyman-α/ozone time series for the model data from the
simulation with the periodic solar forcing. In the lower mesosphere (at 63 km, Figure 5a), the simulated ozone
oscillates in phase with the solar forcing at 27-day time scales with a maximum correlation coefﬁcient of 0.76
at lag 0 (p < 0.05). This appears qualitatively consistent with the observational results (Figure 4a), although
the maximum correlation coefﬁcient is much larger in the model simulation. Note also that the amplitude
of the simulated ozone ﬂuctuations is smaller than in the observations despite the stronger amplitude of
the solar forcing in the model. In the upper MLT (at 90 km, Figure 5b), the simulated ozone oscillates out
of phase with the solar forcing with a minimum correlation coefﬁcient of 0.69 (p < 0.05) at a lag of
1 day. Overall, although the model results share common features with the observational results
(Figure 4b), signiﬁcant differences are found: (i) the amplitude of the simulated ozone ﬂuctuations (smaller
in the model), (ii) the magnitude of the correlation coefﬁcient (larger in the model), and (iii) the lag of the
minimum correlation that differs by 5 days.
Although the correlation coefﬁcients derived from the cross analysis of the Lyman-α line and the ozone time
series reported above are statistically signiﬁcant according to the nonparametric test (see section 2.3), we
additionally test the robustness of ozone/Lyman-α relationship using the constant forcing (i.e., no solar
ﬂuctuations) simulation. We apply the same ﬁltering procedure to the ozone time series from the constant
solar forcing simulation and correlate it with the periodical and observed solar forcing in order to estimate
the likelihood to obtain spurious correlations as a function of the length
of the time window of analysis. The procedure is as follows: a segment
of the periodical Lyman-α time series of a given length is selected (in the
range [50, 1700] days) and slid by increment of 1 day until the full ﬁltered
ozone time series has been scanned. For each time increment, the
correlation coefﬁcient between the Lyman-α and the ﬁltered ozone time
series is calculated. This allows constructing a probability distribution of
spurious correlation coefﬁcients for each time window length considered.

Figure 5. Temporal evolution of anomalies of (red) Lyman-α line and (black)
ozone simulated by periodically forced HAMMONIA experiment at (a) 63-km
and (b) 90-km altitudes. The time series have been digitally ﬁltered.
HAMMONIA = Hamburg model of the neutral and ionized atmosphere.
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Figure 6 shows the two-sided 90, 95, and 99% conﬁdence intervals of the
spurious correlation coefﬁcients probability distribution derived at 63 km.
As expected, the chance to obtain a spurious correlation is high when a
(very short) 50-day time window is considered as shown by the 95%
conﬁdence interval comprised between 0.75 and 0.75. The 95%
conﬁdence interval rapidly narrows with increasing time window length
and stabilizes close to [0.2,0.2] when the length of the time window
exceeds 1,000 days. This conﬁrms the soundness of the correlation found
between ozone and solar variability in the periodically forced simulation
(Figure 5). Thereafter, the conﬁdence limits determined here and for all
altitude levels of the model (not shown) will be used to assess further
the statistical signiﬁcance of the Lyman-α/ozone correlation coefﬁcients
obtained from the model results. Near 486 days—corresponding to the
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length of the observed period—the 95% conﬁdence interval is [0.3,0.3]
when considering either the periodical solar forcing (dashed line) or the
observed MGNM-SSI forcing (red dots). This conﬁdence interval supports
the fact that the maximum correlation coefﬁcients derived from
observations (i.e., Figures 4, 0.46 at 63 km and 0.49 at 90 km) are not
spurious. Note that this intends to be illustrative only since the simulated
ozone time series (upon which the conﬁdence intervals are calculated)
differ from the observed ones.
Figure 7 shows the lead-lag correlation coefﬁcients between Lyman-α line
for GOMOS and HAMMONIA as a function of altitude in the MLT region.
Lead-lag correlations are estimated over the entire time series, that is,
486 days for the observations (Figure 7a) and 1,826 days for the model
(Figure 7b). Negative (positive) lag values indicate that the solar forcing
lags (leads) the ozone response, respectively. The observations and the
model results share some consistent features in sign above 80 km and
Figure 6. Two-sided 90 (solid), 95 (dashed), and 99% (dotted) tails of the disbelow 70 km. As expected from the time series analysis (i.e., Figures 4
tribution of correlation coefﬁcients between the periodical solar forcing and
and 5), positive correlations are found in the lower mesosphere near zero
the ozone time series of the constant forcing (i.e., no solar ﬂuctuations)
simulation. The distribution is plotted as a function of the length of the time time lag and negative correlations in the upper MLT. The altitudes of
maximum correlation are also consistently found close to 63 and 90 km
window of analysis. The two red dots mark the two-sided 95% conﬁdence
limits calculated from the observed solar forcing instead of the periodical
in both observations and model results. Note that the correlation
solar forcing and over a time window of a length of the observed period (i.e.,
coefﬁcients are larger for the model results though. This is partly due to
486 days).
the idealized and stronger solar irradiance 27-day amplitude used to force
the model. In the upper stratosphere/lower mesosphere, the positive
correlation between the solar forcing and ozone originates in the increased photolysis of the molecular
oxygen (in the Schuman-Runge bands and Herzberg continuum) associated with increased solar irradiance,
which in turn results in positive ozone changes. Above 65 km, the role of hydrogen radicals—whose
concentration increases with Lyman-α intensity (through photolysis of H2O)—becomes prominent and
reduces the ozone concentration (Brasseur, 1993; Chen et al., 1997; Fleming et al., 1995; Shapiro et al.,
2012). This effect increases with height and is consistent with the negative correlation between solar forcing
and ozone found in the upper mesosphere near zero time lag. Above the mesopause (~95 km), the
temperature responds signiﬁcantly and positively to the 27-day solar variations (see also Gruzdev et al.,
2009) and can therefore also contribute to the negative ozone response (due to the temperature
dependence of the ozone photochemical equilibrium).

Figure 7. Lead-lag correlations between ﬁltered ozone and Lyman-α spectral irradiance as a function of time lag (days) and
altitude (km) for (a) GOMOS and (b) HAMMONIA. The shading indicates that correlation coefﬁcients are statistically signiﬁcant at the 95% conﬁdence level. The dashed line indicates the vertical proﬁle of the lag corresponding to the maximum
positive correlation (or positive optimum lag), and the solid line indicates the vertical proﬁle of the lag corresponding to the
maximum absolute correlation nearest zero lag (or absolute optimum lag). Horizontal bars correspond to the 2-σ conﬁdence intervals (see text for details). GOMOS = Global Ozone Monitoring by Occultation of Stars; HAMMONIA = Hamburg
model of the neutral and ionized atmosphere.
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Figure 8. Mean ozone sensitivity proﬁle to Lyman-α line (% change in ozone for 1% change in Lyman-α line) at (a) positive optimum and (b) absolute optimum lag for
GOMOS (black line) and HAMMONIA (blue line). The gray shading and blue error bars delimit the 95% conﬁdence interval of the ozone sensitivity estimates (see
section 2.3) for GOMOS and HAMMONIA, respectively. In Figure 8a, the dashed HAMMONIA proﬁle has been corrected by the scaling factor shown in Figure 8c. See
text for details. GOMOS = Global Ozone Monitoring by Occultation of Stars; HAMMONIA = Hamburg model of the neutral and ionized atmosphere.

The largest discrepancies between GOMOS and model results are found in the altitude range 67–80 km. In
this region, the correlations are barely signiﬁcant in the observations and particularly weak in the model
(lower than 0.4). Recall that the 70–80 km altitude range corresponds to the minimum in the mesospheric
ozone proﬁle (see Figures 3a and 3b) with mixing ratios of less than 0.5 ppmv. As a result, GOMOS
measurement relative errors peak in this region, which makes the uncertainties on the derived signals larger.
Finally, in the altitude range 65–80 km, the net ozone response to 27-day solar rotational cycle results mainly
from the balance between two effects. An increase in solar irradiance leads to increased ozone production
from the enhanced photolysis of the molecular oxygen in the Schumann-Runge range and increased ozone
destruction from the enhanced photodissociation of water vapor by Lyman-α that produces HOx radicals. The
competing inﬂuence of both effects on ozone may further contribute to the difﬁculty of identifying the
27-day solar signal, particularly given the relatively short observed time series.
Figure 7 also shows the vertical proﬁles of the lag corresponding to the maximum positive correlation (called
positive optimum lag, dashed line) and of the lag corresponding to the maximum absolute correlation
nearest zero lag (hereafter called absolute optimum lag, solid line). The uncertainties on the optimum lag
are estimated by calculating, for each 27-day cycle, the deviation between the local absolute optimum lag
and the average absolute optimum lag (i.e., calculated from all the 27-day cycles), from which we then infer
conﬁdence intervals. In the observations (Figure 7a), below 66 km, the optimum lag is included in the range
1 to 3 days that is consistent with the model results (Figure 7b) and previous observational results
(e.g., SME satellite results in Hood et al., 1991). Above 80 km, the observed optimum lag ﬂuctuates around
20 days but appears stable at 19 days in the range 85–95 km, where correlations are signiﬁcant
(Figure 7a). In comparison, the optimum lag tilts with height in the model (from 14 days at 80 km to
12 days at 110 km) and shows a signiﬁcant difference of ~5 days with the observations in the range
85–95 km (Figure 7b).
3.2. Ozone Sensitivity to the 27-Day Solar Cycle
Figure 8 shows the ozone sensitivity calculated at positive optimum lag (Figure 8a) and absolute optimum lag
(Figure 8b) over the entire time series. In the lower mesosphere (below 70 km, see zoom in Figure 8a), the
observed ozone sensitivity proﬁle (black line) shows small and nearly constant values (0.1). These values
are consistent with those found in SME observations (Hood et al., 1991). The GOMOS ozone sensitivity proﬁle
at positive optimum lag exhibits a secondary maximum of 1.8 at 81 km followed by a secondary minimum at
higher altitude (0.3 at 100 km). The standard error estimate is particularly large near 80 km that is consistent
with the peak of GOMOS measurement relative errors as mentioned previously. A sharp increase of ozone
sensitivity is then observed up to 110 km where a sensitivity value close to 3.0 is reached. Note, however, that
the standard error estimate of the ozone sensitivity considerably increases above 105 km, consistent with the
drastic drop in the accuracy of the ozone retrieval at these altitudes. To our knowledge, it is the ﬁrst time that
such an extended proﬁle (above 80 km) of ozone sensitivity to solar rotational cycle is derived from an
observational data set. The comparison of the ozone sensitivity proﬁles at positive (Figure 8a) and absolute
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(Figure 8b) optimum lag shows a clear symmetry about the y axis above
80 km. The secondary minimum of 1.8 at 81 km (Figure 8b), where ozone
variations are nearly out of phase with the Lyman-α (see Figure 7),
coincides with the maximum OH response to Lyman-α observed in Aura
MLS satellite data (Shapiro et al., 2012).

Figure 9. Temporal evolution of the unﬁltered ozone anomalies (in black)
and of the sliding correlation coefﬁcients (in red, see text for details)
between the ﬁltered ozone and the Lyman-α line time series for (a) the
model at 96 km and (b) the observations at 90 km. GOMOS = Global Ozone
Monitoring by Occultation of Stars; HAMMONIA = Hamburg model of the
neutral and ionized atmosphere.

The proﬁle of ozone sensitivity to solar forcing calculated over 5 years of
HAMMONIA simulation is shown in blue (Figure 8a). The HAMMONIA
sensitivity values compare well with those derived from SOlar Climate
Ozone Links (SOCOL) model simulations, as shown in Rozanov et al.
(2006, see their Figure 7) or Sukhodolov et al. (2017, see their Figure 7)
for the low mesosphere. In both studies, they found an ozone sensitivity
of ~0.3 (calculated as percent change in ozone for 1% change in irradiance
ﬂux at 205 nm) below 65 km, which is consistent with the ozone sensitivity
of ~0.06 (with respect to 1% change in the Lyman-α) found in HAMMONIA.
Indeed, the amplitude of the Lyman-α line ﬂuctuations is 4 to 5 times
larger than irradiance ﬂuctuations at 205 nm. From ~70 to 80 km, the
sharpness of the ozone sensitivity increase is also consistent between
SOCOL and HAMMONIA.

The shape of the sensitivity proﬁle in HAMMONIA is qualitatively similar to
results obtained with GOMOS observations, featuring low values (<0.1)
that decrease with height below 70 km, a secondary maximum at 82 km,
and a sharp increase between 100 and 110 km altitude. Quantitatively,
the ozone sensitivity appears to be globally underestimated in the model compared to the observations.
In the lower mesosphere (below 70 km), the simulated ozone sensitivity is however close to the lower limit
of the conﬁdence interval of the observational results and even well within this interval in the thermosphere
(above 95 km). The underestimation is particularly pronounced in the altitude range of the secondary
maxima (70–95 km). As already noticed (e.g., Figures 3–5), substantial differences are found in climatological
ozone mean mixing ratio and variability between GOMOS and HAMMONIA. To somewhat account for these
differences in the comparison between GOMOS and HAMMONIA, we scale the HAMMONIA ozone sensitivity
proﬁle by multiplying, for each altitude, the sensitivity by the ratio between the relative variability of ozone in
GOMOS and the relative variability of ozone in HAMMONIA (the relative variability is deﬁned as the ratio
between the standard deviation and the mean of a time series). The vertical proﬁle of the scaling factor is
shown in Figure 8c. After this scaling, the entire scaled HAMMONIA ozone sensitivity proﬁle lies within the
uncertainty range of the estimated GOMOS ozone sensitivity proﬁle and shows a particularly good
agreement with the model in the lower mesosphere (see zoom in Figure 8a).
3.3. Inﬂuence of the Semiannual Oscillation on the Ozone Solar Signal

Finally, we examine whether the semiannual oscillation of ozone (which maximizes in the mesopause region,
see Figure 3) has an inﬂuence on the relationship between the solar forcing and the ozone temporal
evolution. Figure 9 shows the unﬁltered ozone anomaly for the model at 96 km (Figure 9a) and observations
at 90 km (Figure 9b) from which we can easily identify the semiannual oscillation that largely dominates the
variability. Note that these altitudes correspond to the upper mesosphere level where the largest negative
correlation between ﬁltered Lyman-α and ozone time series is found (see Figure 7). The red curve indicates
the sliding correlation at absolute optimum lag between the Lyman-α and the ﬁltered ozone time series
(i.e., between curves shown in the same panels of Figures 4 or 5). The sliding correlation coefﬁcient is
calculated using a 90-day running time window, that is, spanning slightly more than three solar
rotational cycles.
As expected, the solar forcing and ozone are anticorrelated over the whole period in both the model and
observations (Figure 9). However, the correlation coefﬁcient value is not constant. In the model (Figure 9a),
it appears to be paced with the semiannual oscillation with the local anticorrelation maxima (i.e., highest
negative values) generally occurring ~25 days after the minimum phases of the semiannual oscillation.
Reciprocally, the local anticorrelation minima (i.e., lowest negative values) follow maximum phases of the
semiannual oscillation. Likewise, the analysis of the ozone sensitivity revealed that the maximum absolute
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sensitivity coincides with minimum phases of the ozone semiannual oscillation with a lag of ~3 weeks (not
shown). In contrast, in the observations (Figure 9b), no clear relationship can be identiﬁed visually. We found
that the anticorrelation maximizes ~22 days after the minimum phases of the semiannual oscillation, which is
consistent with the model results. However, the relationship is not statistically signiﬁcant (p > 0.1). This might
be partly due to the time-dependent forcing and the relatively short observational period that both make the
detection of an anticorrelation modulation by the semiannual oscillation difﬁcult.

4. Summary and Discussion
In this study, we present a new observational analysis of the response of mesospheric tropical ozone to the
solar rotational cycle whose main periodicity is around 27 days. We use the GOMOS ozone measurements
around 22:00 median local time that covers the entire mesosphere and lower thermosphere. It is of interest
to consider the nighttime ozone sensitivity because chemistry-climate model calculations suggested that the
strongest response to solar rotational variability occurs during the nighttime in the upper mesosphere
(Gruzdev et al., 2009). The GOMOS measurement characteristics are well suited to test these model
predictions. The Lyman-α line is chosen as the solar proxy because it determines the rate of H2O photolysis
and hence the production of ozone-destroying hydrogen radicals (HOx), a key term in the mesospheric ozone
chemical balance. The 486-day period of GOMOS measurements considered here falls into the descending
phase of the 11-year solar cycle 23.
GOMOS ozone nighttime data show a positive correlation with the solar forcing in the lower mesosphere and
an anticorrelation in the upper mesosphere. These results are consistent with the prominent effect of
increased molecular oxygen photodissociation with increased solar UV in the lower mesosphere (leading
to enhanced ozone production and hence positive anomalies), which, with height, is progressively countered
by enhanced HOx radical production through increased H2O photodissociation (leading to negative ozone
anomalies). A very sharp height transition between positive and negative correlations is found at 80 km.
The time lag of absolute optimum solar ozone correlation is found between 1 and 3 days in the lower
mesosphere (below 70 km) and at 19 days above 80 km. The observed ozone sensitivity vertical proﬁle
at maximum time lag shows a secondary maximum of 1.8 at 81 km and a strong increase above 100 km.
These sensitivity values obtained from GOMOS nighttime observations demonstrate the strongly enhanced
ozone response to the solar rotational cycle in the upper mesosphere compared to the daytime results
obtained from SME (Hood et al., 1991; Keating et al., 1987). This supports the modeling-based ﬁndings of
Gruzdev et al. (2009).
Although GOMOS observational results and HAMMONIA-based results share some common features,
signiﬁcant discrepancies are identiﬁed. For instance, the altitude of transition from positive to negative solar
ozone correlation in the model simulation is found about 10 km below the altitude of the observations
(i.e., 70 km instead of 80 km). The region located between 70 and 80 km altitude corresponds to a layer with
a very low ozone content (lower than 0.5 ppm) with large relative observation errors, where the HOx inﬂuence
in destroying ozone becomes prominent (e.g., Chen et al., 1997). The solar signal in ozone in this layer may
hence be difﬁcult to identify, particularly with regard to the relatively short period of observations. The timing
of the ozone response to 27-day ﬂuctuations in the upper mesosphere also slightly differs between the
model and the observations with a difference of ~5 days around 90 km. More importantly, the
observations/model comparison reveals large differences in the ozone sensitivity values. Although the shape
of the ozone sensitivity vertical proﬁle in the model is qualitatively consistent with the proﬁle derived from
observations (i.e., secondary maximum near 82-km altitude and strong increase above 100 km), ozone is
much less sensitive to solar ﬂuctuations in the model than observed by GOMOS.
One possible cause for the discrepancies between observations and model simulations is model biases in the
representation of processes that control the ozone response to solar irradiance ﬂuctuations. For instance, we
computed the daytime OH sensitivity to the 27-day variations in HAMMONIA and it appeared to be
underestimated compared to the OH sensitivity derived from MLS data by Shapiro et al. (2012). This may
be indicative of an underestimation of H2O photodissociation in HAMMONIA, which would contribute to
the bias in the modeled O3 sensitivity to the 27-day cycle. As shown in Figure 3, HAMMONIA also signiﬁcantly
underestimates the ozone secondary maximum and its semiannual variations. This suggests possible biases
in the representation of dynamical and transport processes that affect the distribution of key reactive
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constituents (e.g., O or H) and the temperature that inﬂuence the ozone distribution. Some of the model
biases are meant to be implicitly accounting for in the scaling factor that is used to correct the
HAMMONIA ozone sensitivity proﬁle for the comparison with GOMOS results (Figure 8). Another possible
cause of discrepancies between observations and model simulations is natural variability. Figure 5 illustrates
that despite an idealized periodical 27-day solar forcing, the ozone response is very variable at this time scale.
The internal variability can strongly contribute to modulate and/or mask the ozone solar signal (see, e.g.,
Thiéblemont et al., 2017) and thus constitutes an additional important source of uncertainty when the ozone
response to 27-day solar rotational cycle is derived from short observed time series. Further sensitivity experiments and longer observed time series are required to assess the contributions of these uncertainty sources.
As already mentioned in section 2.2, the use of MSISE-90 temperature proﬁles to convert ozone number density observed by GOMOS to vmr may also be a source of uncertainty in the retrieving of ozone solar signal. For
instance, Maycock et al. (2016) showed that the ozone response to the 11-year solar cycle derived from
Stratospheric Aerosol and Gas Experiment II observations substantially depends on the representation of
the temperature solar signal in reanalysis data sets that were used to convert number densities to vmr (in
their case, comparing Modern Era Retrospective-Analysis for Research and Applications and National
Centers for Environmental Prediction data sets). Similarly, misrepresented 27-day temperature solar signal
in HAMMONIA, which is a pressure-based model, could affect the conversion of vertical proﬁles onto
geometric altitude and hence induce altitude shifts. This could be a source of discrepancies between
observed and model results. Our analysis of the MSISE-90 temperature proﬁles revealed no temperature
response to the 27-day solar rotational cycle (not shown). Even though this is certainly related to the fact that
the MSISE-90 model cannot represent completely the mesosphere/thermosphere subseasonal variability
(Hedin, 1991), Sukhodolov et al. (2017) have shown that the temperature response to the 27-day cycle in
the stratosphere/mesosphere remains weak (and thus difﬁcult to detect) due to the largely dominating random internal variability at these time scales. This is consistent with the fact that the temperature response to
the 27-day cycle in HAMMONIA is overall weak in the stratosphere and mesosphere (see Gruzdev et al., 2009).
These results hence suggest that potential misrepresentations of the temperature response to the 27-day
solar cycle in MSISE-90 and HAMMONIA have presumably a small inﬂuence on the observed ozone solar signal and should moderately affect the model/observation comparison. Nonetheless, an accurate quantiﬁcation of this source of uncertainty would be required.
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Finally, the model results show that semiannual variations modulate the upper mesospheric nighttime ozone
response to solar rotational ﬂuctuations. We ﬁnd that the solar ozone anticorrelation and the magnitude of
the ozone sensitivity are more pronounced ~3 weeks after the minimum phase of the semiannual oscillation
of ozone. This suggests that changes in the mean background state, associated with semiannual variations in
the mesopause region, could lead to changes in the ozone response to the 27-day solar irradiance ﬂuctuations by modifying the ozone equilibrium values. Moreover, seasonal changes in the amplitude of the internal
dynamical variability may also have an effect on the ozone solar signal. The inﬂuence of semiannual variations on the ozone response to the 27-day solar cycle could, however, not be conﬁrmed by the observations.
In conclusion, our results show that the mesospheric nighttime ozone signiﬁcantly responds to solar shortterm variations and that the magnitude of the response is particularly large in the upper MLT. More studies
are required to assess the ability of models to simulate this ozone response that seems to be underestimated
in the case of HAMMONIA. Such efforts will improve our understanding of the chemical and dynamical processes driving the middle atmosphere.
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